Estimation of early stage mortality is essential for predicting copepod population dynamics and ecological linkages. Standard methods do not distinguish among types of mortality, nor do they consider that samples may include dead individuals, which can lead to misinterpretation and bias. Here, we develop theory to explain how non-predatory death, or "expiration", influences in situ abundances. We present an amended population dynamics model that accounts for the production of non-viable eggs, expiration of live individuals and losses of dead individuals. This model is used to derive generalizations of four vertical mortality estimation methods, including the widely used Vertical Life Table approach. These new formulae are applied to data for Calanus finmarchicus in the Labrador Sea to illustrate the potential effects of reduced viability on estimated early stage loss rates and survivorship. Results show that even slight reductions in viability can impart significant changes, with the nature of the effect varying among methods, consistent with previous studies. We explain the reasons for these differences and how the common practice of aggregating stages masks the ecological significance of egg viability. Our analysis reinforces previous recommendations for scientists to consider expiration in their estimates of mortality, and in designing their empirical studies.
Early life stages (i.e. eggs and nauplii) are prey for many groups, including the larvae of commercial and forage fish (Buckley and Lough, 1987; Demontigny et al., 2012; Pepin, 2013) as well as copepodites of their own and other species (Ohman and Hirche, 2001; Bonnet et al., 2004; Basedow and Tande, 2006) . Mortality is generally much higher for early versus late stages (Eiane et al., 2002; Hirst and Kiørboe, 2002; Ohman et al., 2004; Bi et al., 2011) , which is attributed to higher vulnerability to predation and starvation, combined with egg hatching failure and sinking of broadcast-spawned eggs (Tsuda, 1994; Tang et al., 1998) . Egg survivorship appears to be key for recruitment, so that quantification of early stage mortality is essential for understanding and predicting copepod population dynamics, phenology and trophic linkages.
Quantifying different types of copepod death and loss rates is also important due to their differing influences on a variety of biogeochemical processes (Tang et al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2015) . Predation removes individuals and transfers their biomass through food webs. Non-predatory death due to genetic defects, starvation, disease, etc., which we term here "expiration" (Table I) , generates dead individuals that subsequently may be eaten, or sink and contribute to the vertical flux of particulate organic matter, or decompose and contribute to nutrient regeneration. While predation is considered the dominant source of mortality, expiration-related losses can be significant (Mitra et al., 2014) , especially for early stages. The hatching success (i.e. egg viability, Table I ) of broadcast spawners' eggs ranges from 0% to 95%, averaging only 40-80% (Runge et al., 2006; Heath et al., 2008) , and egg hatching failure and naupliar expiration can each contribute 25-30% of total in situ mortality (Heath et al., 2008; Elliot and Tang, 2011) . Thus, there is a need to distinguish among expiration, predation and other losses (e.g. sinking, advection) in order to assess the relative importance of different factors for copepod survivorship as well as the ecological fate of copepod production.
Stage-based copepod mortality rates are estimated using a range of methods, most of which are essentially solutions for these rates in a population dynamics model such that simulated stage abundances fit field data. Methods differ with respect to complexity of the model, data requirements and level of sophistication of the mathematical techniques used. Some of the simplest methods are formulae relating mortality rate to ratios of stage abundances observed at one time and location. These so-called vertical methods are widely used, because they enable mortality estimation with a single station-specific sample. The two most common vertical methods [Ratio a.k.a. Vertical Life Table or VLT approach, and Modified Ratio (MR), Table II ] inherently consider stage aggregates and can be applied even when eggs and the earliest (smallest) naupliar stages have not been sampled or staged.
Standard vertical methods (Table II) were developed by field and mathematical biologists based on their understanding of the factors affecting in situ stage abundances along with several simplifying assumptions (Mullin and Brooks, 1970; Fager, 1973; Kimmerer, 1987; Aksnes and Ohman, 1996) . While the most obvious assumptions have been articulated, there are subtle ones of which practitioners may be unaware, and which can affect results (Gentleman et al., 2012; Kimmerer, 2015; Kvile et al., 2016) . For example, Standard methods assume that all individuals in the enumerated population are living (Hirst et al., 2007; Elliot and Tang, 2011; Head et al., 2015) , while in fact the proportion of dead zooplankton in situ may be significant, especially for early stages. Carcasses in field samples are common, with dead nauplii more abundant than dead copepodites (Elliot and Tang, 2011; Tang et al., 2014) . Hatching success is seldom 100%, and dead eggs and nauplii do not decompose for several days in experiments (Runge et al., 2006; Head and Ringuette, unpublished data; Elliot and Tang, 2011) . Thus, by disregarding dead and dying individuals, Standard methods may incur errors.
Existing assessments of expiration-related errors suggest significant effects that vary among methods. Early stage mortality estimates made with the popular Standard Ratio method (Table II) were higher when using total (live + dead) abundances than when carcasses were excluded from the counts (Elliot and Tang, 2011) or when the formula was corrected for egg hatching failure (Hirst et al., 2007; Head et al., 2015) . Effects were opposite for a second vertical method (Standard Basic, Table II) in that egg mortality estimates were higher when corrected for egg hatching failure, with all uncorrected negative estimates becoming positive (Hirst et al., 2007; Head et al., 2015) . The literature attributes these differences to the proportion of dead individuals counted in earliest stage (Hirst et al., 2007; Elliot and Tang, 2011) , but this explanation appears incomplete, since correction decreased mortality estimates made with a third method (Standard MR, Table II ) that does not use the abundance of the earliest stage (Head et al., 2015) . Curiously, the differing effects divide methods between those that inherently aggregate stages (Ratio and MR) versus one that considers only a single stage (Basic). Whether and how aggregation contributes to these differences warrants investigation as do the implications for early stage survivorship.
The objective of this paper is to advance our understanding of how expiration and the presence of dead individuals in situ can influence estimation of early stage survivorship and loss. We first outline expiration-related problems with Standard vertical methods that may lead to confusion and bias. Next, we develop an amended model that distinguishes between mortality types, and abundances No specified type = "all" = sum of all relevant rates
Total "mortality" of stage i, which refers to sum of all death (expiration and predation) and other losses related to living stage
Derived values S i (type) Survivorship of stage i, which is the proportion of new recruits (or equivalently the probability of a single recruit) to stage i surviving and remaining present in the enumerated population after experiencing death and/or loss of the type indicated in parenthesis for a period of time equal to their stage duration D i type = X, means expiration-related survivorship = v i = "viability" of stage i type = L, means loss-related survivorship n.d.
No specified type = "all" = sum of all relevant rates = "mortality"-related survivorship, i.e.
Median time that a stage i individual persists in the enumerated population when experiencing a specific loss rate of the type indicated in parentheses = half-life of stage i (i.e. the loss rate's analog to the growth rate doubling time)
No specified type = "all" = sum of all relevant rates, in which case τ is the stage i residence time When i = dead and "type" = the sum of all non-predatory and non-transport losses (e.g. type = disintegration + decomposition, etc.), τ = dead's analog to the duration of live stage i Table I lists and explains the notation and terminology used for all quantities discussed in this paper, along with examples of units.
M E T H O D S

Standard vertical methods for mortality estimation
Derivations of Standard vertical mortality estimation methods are available in the literature (Mullin and Brooks, 1970; Aksnes and Ohman, 1996; Aksnes et al., 1997; Hirst et al., 2007; Gentleman et al., 2012) and are reviewed in Supplementary Section A. Relevant to this study are the characterizations of the variables and processes considered in the Standard methods' population dynamics model ( Fig. 1) , summarized here. A i represents the abundance of stage i (where "stage" may not be a single life stage, Table I ) in a field sample collected at one time and location. It is assumed that individuals in the population have not mixed with individuals produced elsewhere (Mullin and Brooks, 1970; Gentleman et al., 2012) , such that A i is only influenced by local recruitment and "mortality" (Fig. 1) , where the quotation marks indicate that mortality represents death as well as other loss processes (e.g. sinking, advective loss, vertical migration) occurring during the stage. It is also assumed that these processes have been constant for a sufficient period of time that A i is also constant (i.e. at steady-state) at the time of sampling (Aksnes et al., 1997; Gentleman et al., 2012) . Head et al. (2015) 2 = NI-NIII Formulae used to estimate copepod mortality along with examples of studies using these methods to estimate mortality for early stages.
Equations are presented as they appear in the literature, using our notation described in Table I .
M i is the "mortality" of stage i, which is the instantaneous rate at which stage i individuals are removed from the population. This "mortality" is expressed as
where m i is the specific "mortality" rate averaged across all stage i individuals. S i is the stage i survivorship, which is the proportion of new stage i recruits (or equivalently, the probability of a single recruit) surviving through the stage duration D i . Standard vertical methods assume that m i and D i are constant across all ages of stage i individuals such that
is the instantaneous rate of recruitment into stage i + 1, which is equal to the stage i survival rate. Standard methods assume that R i has been constant in time such that
R 1 is the instantaneous total egg production (eggs per day) and is expressed as the product of the egg production rate ε (eggs female −1 day −1
) and the female abundance, i.e. Table II lists four Standard vertical methods that have been used to estimate the mortality of copepod eggs or an aggregate of eggs + nauplii (i.e. stage 1). The first three methods: Basic (Equation (5)), Ratio (Equation (6)) and MR (Equation (7)) are discussed in Gentleman et al. (2012) . The Backward Recursive Basic (Equation (8)), which requires an independent estimate of stage 2 mortality (m 2 ), is discussed in Supplementary Section A. Supplementary Section F explains the relationships between other published alterations to the Standard methods and the formulae we present here.
Data used for our sensitivity study
For our sensitivity study, we applied vertical methods to field data for the broadcast spawning copepod C. finmarchicus in the Labrador Sea. These data were collected at 88 stations on scientific surveys by Fisheries and Oceans Canada over a 6-year period (see Head et al., 2015 for details) . At each station, plankton were collected in vertical net hauls, and both temperature (T,°C at 5 m) and chlorophyll concentration (Chl, mg m −2 , integrated 0-30 m as described in Head et al., 2000) were recorded. Egg production was measured at 43 stations, but no egg hatching experiments were performed at any station. Abundances of E, NI-NIII, NIV-NVI and F (# m −2 in the top 100 m) were obtained by counting preserved samples, and no attempts were made to distinguish between previously living versus dead individuals.
Station-specific durations of stage i in days were estimated using a standard Belehradek equation
2.05 with station-specific temperature T and experimentally determined values for a i . This empirical relationship is based on experiments with C. finmarchicus copepodites from the Scotian Shelf, Canada (Corkett et al., 1986) , which is the area closest to our study area where rearing experiments have been carried out. As these experiments did not estimate a i for eggs and nauplii, we derived these values according to results reported for C. finmarchicus from Georges Bank, USA (Campbell et al., 2001) , by scaling with the same factor that copepodite durations differed between these two regions. The scaling is presumed to reflect the fact that northern copepods are better adapted to colder temperatures. For the naupliar stages that feed (NIII-NVI), potential effects of food limitation on stage duration were neglected as these introduce other sources of uncertainty and appear to have little effect on mortality estimates (Head et al., 2015) .
Station-specific egg production rates in units of eggs female −1 d −1 were estimated using the empirical relationship ε = ×( − ) with stationspecific Chl in units given above. This equation is based on experiments with C. finmarchicus in the Labrador Sea (Head et al., 2013) , which showed no systematic relationship between ε and temperature. For the subset of stations where ε was measured, modeled and measured values were highly correlated and associated mortality estimates were essentially the same (Head et al., 2015) . Calculating mortality from the vertical method formulae
In our sensitivity study, the four Viability vertical methods in Table IV were applied to the station-specific data described above for stage 1 = E (stage 2 = NI-NIII) and for the aggregate stage 1 = E-NIII (stage 2 = NIV-NVI).
Effects of early stage expiration were examined by comparing estimates for three viability values: v 1 = 80%, which is a typical egg viability for this species Runge et al., 2006) , v 1 = 50%, which is below average for v E , but probably typical for v E-N , and v 1 = 100%, for which Viability and Standard vertical methods (Table II) are identical. To focus on effects of expiration-related death of the earliest stage, we assumed that all stage 2 were living (i.e. v 2 = 100%). All other station-specific input parameters (e.g. ε, D i , A i ) were the same for each value of v 1 used.
With the exception of Backwards Recursive Basic (BRB), the mortality rate m in the Viability methods (Table IV ) cannot be calculated directly because of the mathematical complexity of the formulae. To solve for m we did not employ iterative solution algorithms as is commonly done because visual examination of the rootfinding functions revealed potential convergence problems (Supplementary Section B). We therefore calculated mortality by evaluating the root-finding function at a highly resolved and large range of m (i.e. −3 ≥ m ≥ 4 d −1 at increments of 0.0001 d
−1
). We verified visually whether there was no solution, a unique solution or multiple solutions, and when there were multiple solutions, we selected the largest positive value.
To aid visualization, mortality estimates shown were restricted to <4 d −1
, although the Basic method generated mortalities higher than this value at a few stations (Head et al., 2015) . Survivorships are only shown for mortality estimates that were positive, since unrealistic negative mortalities imply birth of individuals (i.e. meaningless survivorships). For the BRB, the requisite independent estimate of m 2 was generated using the Standard Ratio method (Table II) for the aggregates NI-NIII and NIV-NVI. BRB mortality estimates were therefore restricted to the subset of stations where naupliar abundance data were available and gave positive estimates for naupliar mortality.
R E S U L T S Expiration-related issues with the Standard model
Standard vertical mortality estimation methods are based on a population dynamics model that does not explicitly consider different types of mortality or the potential for abundances to include dead individuals ( Fig. 1 , Table II , "Methods" section, Supplementary Section A). Here, we examine this Standard model to identify how disregarding these factors may lead to confusion, misinterpretation and/or bias.
In the Standard model, the population comprises all individuals counted in the abundances of all stages (i.e. A i for all i ), and M i is the instantaneous rate at which stage i individuals are removed from this enumerated population. Values of M i and the associated specific rate m i = M i /A i (Equation (1)) therefore include rates of predation (L i, pred and ℓ i pred , ) as well as other in situ loss processes (L i, other and ℓ i other , , e.g. sinking, vertical migration, advection). While expiration-related death (X i and x i , e.g. due to genetic defects, starvation, disease) is a loss of living individuals, it is also a simultaneous source of dead individuals (i.e. non-hatching eggs and carcasses). Therefore, when the enumerated population includes dead individuals, expiration-related population losses are indirect, occurring only when dead individuals are removed via predation, sinking, advection, decomposition, etc. Thus, confusion may be imparted by use of the term "mortality" in reference to m i , as this quantity actually represents other losses as well as death, and does not represent all death if A i includes dead stage i.
Consideration of different types of death and loss reveals issues regarding the Standard model's characterization of survivorship through the stage (S i in Equation (2)). The term "survivorship" connotes the fraction of new recruits to stage i that are still living after a specific period of time. However, that is not what is mathematically represented by S i in Equation (2). Firstly, even when A i are all living, when m i includes losses other than predation, there is a component of S i that is unrelated to death. For example, even when stage i experiences neither predation nor expiration, modeled S i will be <100% if some stage i individuals migrated vertically or were transported away. Secondly, as discussed above, whenever A i includes dead individuals, m i does not include expiration per se, and use of that specific loss rate in Equation (2) results in a value of S i that may not equate to the living fraction. Hence, S i may not characterize the fraction of stage i recruiting to stage i + 1 (Equation (3)) if A i includes dead individuals.
Another issue is that an exponential survivorship term (Equation (2)) requires loss rates to be constant across all ages within a stage, which is inappropriate if punctuated losses occur at stage transitions, such as eggs hatching into moribund nauplii, or death at molt due to incomplete shedding of the exoskeleton. It may also be unreasonable for characterizing egg hatching failure, which has been modeled as a punctuated loss at spawn (Hirst et al., 2007, Supplementary Section F) . Such a characterization is consistent with empirical evidence suggesting that egg viability is mainly related to female condition (Marshall and Orr, 1955; Starr et al., 1999; Jónasdóttir et al., 2005) and relatively constant across temperatures Runge et al., 2006 ). An exponential relationship for egg hatching success (i.e. using notation in Table I Heath et al., 2008) , on the other hand, implies egg viability is 100% at spawn with eggs dying constantly throughout the stage, such that viability varies with temperature because D E is temperature dependent. Neglecting within-stage variation of expiration rates may be a bigger issue for an aggregate stage i (e.g. stage 1 = E + N and D E−N = D E + D N ) because punctuated hatching/molting losses occur in the middle of the aggregate stage duration, and expiration rates may vary among sub-stages (e.g. egg hatching failure is not relevant to nauplii; starvation is only relevant for naupliar stages that feed). Such misrepresentations of survivorship may manifest as errors in mortality estimates because the methods' derivations depend on assumptions about survivorship (Supplementary Section A).
Amended model accounting for expiration and dead early stages
Acknowledging that sample counts may include individuals that were dead prior to preservation, we amended the Standard methods' population dynamics model to consider how expiration, predation and other losses influence A i (Fig. 2) . Detailed explanations are provided in Supplementary Section C and summarized below.
Exactly as in the Standard model, A i in the amended model represents the abundance of stage i individuals (where "stage" may not be a single life stage, Table I ) collected at one time and location, and it is assumed that A i is only influenced by local recruitment and loss. The amended model partitions A i into abundances of living and dead stage i (i.e. A i = A i,live + A i,dead , Fig. 2) , and total stage i recruitment, death and other losses are allocated to these internal compartments. As in Fig. 1 , R i arrows depict the rate of recruitment into stage i at the time of the field sample, with R 1 = total egg production by local females (Equation (4)). R i is split between live and dead stage i due to any initial expiration (i.e. R i = X i,initial + R i,live ), with recruitment to living stage 1 therefore depending on the viable fraction of eggs at spawn (i.e. R 1,live = v 1,spawn R E , Fig. 2) . Live stage i individuals are removed by "mortality", where M i,live includes rates of predation and other
, Fig. 2 ) as well as any expiration (X i,live ) occurring during the stage. X 1,live would be due to eggs that were initially viable, but failed at older egg ages, and would include hatching-related death and naupliar expiration when stage 1 is an aggregate. All stage i expiration (i.e.
, ) generates new dead stage i that are subsequently lost at the rate L i,dead (Fig. 2) . L i,dead is the sum of all loss processes affecting dead individuals, and may be partitioned into constant versus delayed (e.g. predation and sinking vs. decomposition, Fig. 3 ) when such distinction is deemed important. Total loss of stage i is the sum of live and dead
The amended model highlights metrics that are useful for considering the importance of dead and dying individuals, some of which are listed in Table I and Supplementary Section C. For example, τ i (type) is the Fig. 1 to illustrate amendments for stage 1; other stages would be analogous. A 1 includes both live stage 1 (subscript 1, live) and dead stage 1 (subscript 1, dead). R 1,live depends on the viable fraction of eggs at spawn (v 1,spawn ), and R 2 depends on the survivorship of living stage 1 (S 1,live(M) ). New dead stage 1 is generated by expiration at spawn (X 1,spawn ) and during the stage (X 1,live ). The rate of loss of stage 1 (L 1 ) is the combined loss rates of live (L 1,live ) and dead (L 1,dead ). Fig. 3 . Losses of dead individuals. Illustration of a scenario where dead individuals are lost via constant processes (e.g. predation and sinking) that occur at a constant rate across all dead individuals, and punctuated losses (e.g. decomposition or dissolution) that mimics hatching/molting of live individuals in that losses occur only once dead individuals have been present for a period of time = τ
median time (half-life) that stage i individuals persist when experiencing a constant type of loss. Evaluation using total loss rate estimates residence time in the enumerated population, whereas evaluation using expiration, predation, sinking or decomposition rates yields time-scales that can be compared to the living individuals' stage durations (D i ) to assess relative importance of that loss process versus development. Alternatively, when is known from experiments, it can be used to estimate that type of specific loss rate, akin to how doubling times are used to estimate specific growth rates. Another relevant metric is P i,live , which is the living proportion of stage i abundance at the time of the field sample (P i,dead is its complement), which depends on past rates of change of both living and dead abundances. Even when those rates have been relatively constant, such that total stage i "mortality" and loss are balanced (i.e. Γ ≈ 1 i ML , , Table I ), abundances depend on "mortality"-at-age (Fig. 4a) . Thus, P i,live will not generally be the same as the living fraction of recruitment to the stage (v i initial , ), and neither will it necessarily equate to the net stage viability (v i = net expiration-related survivorship, Table I ). When living individuals expire at age-within-stage >0,
, and the ratio Γ ℓ
indicates the extent to which expiration versus loss influence "mortality" during the stage. As well,
for a number of reasons including (i) living stage i is removed through recruitment to the next stage whereas dead individuals are not and (ii) specific loss rates of living and dead stage i may be different, which is indicated by the ratio Γ ℓℓ i, . These metrics can be used to examine the likelihood that
arises when there is negligible expiration, this is unrealistic for early stages given that egg viability <100%, and that nauplii are vulnerable to starvation as well as genetic defects (Tsuda, 1994; Runge et al., 2006) . Negligible numbers of dead individuals in situ can also arise when ℓ i dead , is sufficiently high that dead individuals disappear almost instantly after expiration of live individuals (i.e.
). However, when ℓ i dead
, dead stage i persist for a week before sinking/decomposing, and even when ℓ i dead
, dead stage i persist for a day, which are comparable to durations of early stages (Fig. 4b) . At higher loss rates, living stage i could be present in situ only if their specific loss rates were substantially lower than those for dead stage i. Very large values of Γ ℓℓ i, seem unlikely, given that there is no evidence to suggest dead eggs or the earliest naupliar stages sink faster or are preferentially eaten compared to live ones, and furthermore, decomposition times are generally >stage durations. Even when Γ >  even greater than the proportion at which they were produced (Figs 4c and C1) . Thus, neglecting the presence of dead early stage individuals is not justifiable.
New characterization of recruitment and survivorship
The rate of recruitment into stage i + 1 at the time of sampling (i.e. R i+1 in Fig. 2 ) depends on the past rate of recruitment into stage i as well as survivorship of previous stage i recruits. Stage durations and mortality-at-age may vary among hatching/molting stage i, due to dependence on environmental conditions and other factors. Therefore, characterization of R i+1 requires assumptions about the history of stage i survivors, detailed in Supplementary Sections A and D, and summarized below.
The Standard assumption about constancy of development rates results in R i+1 depending on the "surviving" Acknowledging that there may be expiration at recruitment into the stage (i.e. at age-within-stage = 0, which is at spawn, hatch or molt depending on i), net stage i survivorship can be expressed as
where the "M" in
indicates all death and loss experienced by living stage i as the cohort developed through the stage (i.e. M i,live , Fig. 2 ). While Equation (9a) is used in formulating relationships for the abundances of live and dead stage i (Supplementary Section C), it is likely of more theoretical than practical interest because v i,initial is generally unknown. Additionally, when stage i is an aggregate and expiration at mid-stage hatch/molt is significant, it is not reasonable to characterize
with an exponential as in Equation (2) as noted above and in Supplementary Section D.
Net stage survivorship can alternatively be expressed in terms of the net expiration-related and loss-related components (i.e. ( ) S i type , with "type" = X and L, Table I , Supplementary Section D), i.e. (Table I) . Equation (9b) has the advantage of being parameterized in terms of intuitive and potentially measurable quantities. For example, when stage i is the egg stage, v i (=v E ) is often known from egg hatching experiments, and when stage i is an aggregate of eggs and nauplii, v i (=v E-N ) is the analogous value if experiments were run for a longer time and surviving nauplii were counted. It is conceivable that predation and other loss rates are relatively uniform across all ages of stage i individuals, so that loss-related survivorship may be reasonably expressed as in Equation (2) 
S i live L
, can also be formulated to distinguish different loss types, such as continuous predation versus punctuated expiration, analogous to the continuous loss versus punctuated decomposition of dead individuals (Fig. 3,  Supplementary Section F) .
Whatever mathematical form is used to specify S i , by further making the Standard assumption that recruitment into stage i has been constant over a period of time ≥D i , R i+1 can be expressed exactly as in Equation (3) ). The corollary to the combination of prolonged constant recruitment, development and mortality is that live abundances are at steady-state at the time of the field sample, although this abundance will depend on the assumed mortality-at-age (i.e. survivorship to age, Fig. 4a ). When the constant recruitment assumption is inappropriate, such as when D i is sufficiently long that rates of egg production or hatching/molting into the stage and/or abundances of females or stage i − 1 are varying during this period, then it could be argued that use of a time-lag in the R i term in Equation (2) is warranted (e.g. as in Ohman and Hirche, 2001) . It is worth noting, however, that in such circumstances, the original assumption about constant development rates is likely to have been violated, so that characterization of S i would also need to be revised (Supplementary Sections A and D).
Generalized vertical methods accounting for dead and dying early stages
We used our amended model and generalized survivorship to derive Generalized vertical methods for mortality estimation (Supplementary Section E). Here, we present these methods, and use them to identify subtle additional assumptions inherent in the Standard methods, as well as to explain alternative Viability methods that enable estimation with arguably more reasonable assumptions.
Generalized vertical methods were derived following the same approach as used for the Standard methods (Supplementary Section E), resulting in simplified formulae relating ratios of total abundance (live + dead) to total loss rates and survivorship (first column of Table III) . Because there are multiple unknowns reflected in each Table III : Generalized formula and required additional assumptions for vertical methods
Generalized formula
Additional assumptions and mortality types estimated by single quantity "m" Equation Generalized formula derive from the amended model (Fig. 2, Supplementary Section D) , and are expressed in terms of ratios of (live + dead) stage abundances, total egg production, loss rates and survivorships using our notation in Table I . Additional assumptions required by the Standard (Table II) and new Viability vertical methods (Table IV) to simplify the Generalized formulae such that they are in terms of a single exponential mortality coefficient "m", which represents different mortality types among the methods. Eqn. 9 for Generalized stage i survivorship, which appears in the text, is repeated here for convenience.
Generalized method, yet only one datum associated with that equation (i.e. abundances represent samples from one time and location, see "Methods" section, Supplementary Sections A and C), practitioners must impose additional assumptions before these formulae can be used. For example, assuming that individuals in samples from multiple stations and/or times all experienced similar expiration, predation and loss rates, enables use of the ensemble data to simultaneously estimate these multiple unknown rates (e.g. via regression). Alternatively, mathematical constraints about the relationships among different mortality types can be imposed such that there is only one unknown in each equation. Standard vertical methods follow this latter approach, but their additional assumptions may be unrecognized because they are incorporated into the Standard formulae.
Comparison of our Generalized versus Standard methods affords transparency in the Standard methods' additional assumptions, as well as which quantities are actually being estimated (second column of Table III ). All Standard methods inherently assume net survivorship through stage i can be expressed as an exponential in terms of m i,live . As explained above for eggs, this implies that viability is 100% at recruitment to stage i, and that all mortality (including expiration) affecting stage i individuals occurs at a constant rate throughout the duration of the stage, implying net stage i viability (i.e. expiration-related survivorship, Table I ) varies with stage duration. Because the Standard Basic and Standard MR also equate total "mortality" and total loss rates of stages 1 and 2 respectively, they assume that the abundances of these respective stages are all living. As noted above, this inherently implies negligible expiration and/or extremely high loss rates of dead individuals, which causes ambiguity as to whether Standard Basic and Standard MR mortality estimates include expiration or not. The Standard BRB also assumes that all stage 2 is living, as well as whatever additional assumptions are associated with generating the requisite independent estimate of m 2,live . Both Standard Ratio and MR assume two consecutive stages have the same specific "mortality" rates, implying similar rates of expiration, predation and other losses of live individuals in each stage. These two methods also assume that the two stages have the same specific total loss rates (live + dead), which means that they also imply dead individuals in each stage have similar rates of sinking, predation, decomposition and other losses. Since the Standard Ratio does not equate a particular stage's "mortality" with its total loss, it does not presume abundances of dead individuals are negligible (i.e. Γ ≠ 1
, see above), contrary to statements in the literature (Hirst et al., 2007; Elliot and Tang, 2011 (9b)) and specify the viability v i using assumed or measured values, which avoids the potential expiration-related issues associated with the Standard methods' characterization of survivorship (Table III) . It also changes the Ratio's (and MR's) required additional assumption from equality of living stage i and i + 1 (stages 1 and 2) mortality rates, to instead be equality of those stage's loss rates. This alternative assumption is more palatable because while it implies similar predation and sinking rates between stages that are similarly sized, it allows expiration-related death rates to differ (e.g. egg hatching vs. naupliar starvation). This change in survivorship does not reduce the number of unknowns; however, so that other assumptions are still needed in order to reduce the Generalized Methods to be in terms of a single unknown value.
One simplification would be to assume a relationship between ℓ i and ℓ i live , . For example, one could assume
, , which has the corollary that both are the same as the specific loss rate for dead stage i (i.e. Γ i,ℓℓ = 1), which should be reasonable if the dominant removal mechanisms of live and dead stage i are the same (e.g. sinking, predation). This assumption is made in our Basic and MR Viability methods (third column of Table III , Equations (13) and (14), Table IV ) and in the alternative Basic method presented in Hirst et al. (2007, Supplementary Section F) . It is also similar to the assumption made in the alternative Ratio method presented in Elliot and Tang (2011) , which assumes equality of predation rates for live and dead individuals, but allows for additional losses of dead individuals via decomposition (Fig. 3, Supplementary Section F) . Our Viability MR (Equation (15), Table IV) also assumes equality of living stages 1 and 2 loss rates (third column of Table III), which may be justified when they are similarly sized such that they have similar predator guilds and/or motilities. Such an assumption can be removed when independent estimates of stage 2 viability and loss rate are known (third column of Table IV) , whereupon estimation can be made using the Viability BRB (Table IV) .
Sensitivity study
Here, the new Viability vertical methods in Table IV are applied to the data described in "Methods" section to illustrate how variation in net stage 1 viability (v 1 ) can affect estimated mortality and survivorship. While our focus is on effects of early stage expiration, we recognize that these estimates may include errors in other variables (e.g. sample counts, egg production rates, stage durations, etc.), and refer interested readers to Head et al. (2015) for an assessment of their potential effects. Our recent paper focused on the Basic method, contrasting effects of v 1 = 100 versus 80% on estimated mortality rates (Head et al., 2015) . Here, we present an expanded sensitivity study of all four vertical methods, examining how variation in v 1 (i.e. 100%, 80% and 50%) affects estimates of stage 1 specific loss rate (ℓ live 1, ) and survivorship (S 1 ) for both stage 1 = E and stage 1 = E-NIII. Note that when v 1 = 100%, estimates derived from the Viability vertical methods are identical values to estimates derived using the Standard methods, even though they can be conceptualized as representative of different rates (Table III) .
The most noteworthy effect of v 1 < 100% with the Basic method for eggs was that it gave positive loss estimates at all 88 sampling stations, whereas v 1 = 100% gave negative values at 24 (Fig. 5a , Supplementary Section B, Head et al., 2015) . All Basic egg loss rates were higher when viability was reduced, with the changes most pronounced at lower loss rates (i.e. Fig 5a) . This is consistent with Hirst et al. (2007) , who estimated C. helgolandicus egg mortality using the same formula with v E = their measured hatching success (Supplementary Section F). It is also consistent with our results for viability <100% on Basic loss rates for E-NIII (Fig. 5c) , although effects for the aggregate stage were damped (i.e. smaller changes in value and narrower range of pronounced changes). All these effects are exactly as expected from consideration of Equation (13) (Table IV, Supplementary Section E). The multiplicative effect of reduced viability and higher loss results in significantly reduced survivorship, as shown for both E and E-NIII ( Fig. 5b and d) . The relative decrease is larger for higher survivorship (i.e. lower loss rate and/or viability) and for the single versus aggregate stage, due changes in expirationrelated survivorship mattering less when overall survivorship is low (i.e. for higher loss rates and longer stage durations).
The nature of the effects of reduced viability on loss rate and survivorship estimated with the Ratio method are in dramatic contrast to those for the Basic (Supplementary Section D) . With the Ratio method, v 1 < 100% cannot change the sign of the mortality estimate as compared to v 1 = 100%, but it can result in multiple solutions as well as no solution (Supplementary Section B). For our data, the Ratio method using stage 1 = E had no solution at eight stations with v 1 = 80%, and at 29 stations with v 1 = 50%, and using stage 1 = E-NIII there was no solution at nine stations with v 1 = 80%, and 24 stations with v 1 = 50%. This suggests that actual egg viability at these stations was higher than the values we imposed. Where solutions were obtained, all estimated loss rates for both E and E-NIII with v 1 = 50% were lower than those with v 1 = 80%, which were in turn lower than those with v 1 = 100% (Fig. 6) , and reductions were fairly uniform across all loss rates. This is exactly as expected from consideration of Equation (14) (Table IV, Supplementary Section E), and consistent with Hirst et al. (2007) , who estimated C. helgolandicus E-NI mortality using the same formula with v E = their measured egg hatching success (Supplementary Section F). Net survivorship for both E and E-NIII increased for v 1 < 100% (Fig. 6b and d) , with greater effects for higher survivorships, lower viabilities and for E versus E-NIII (Fig. 6b and d) . This result may seem counter-intuitive, since reduced 
Formula for estimating early stage loss which have incorporated the Viability method assumptions into the Generalized methods (Table III, Supplementary Section E). Ratio and MR are presented in alternative equivalent forms, as the second one is useful for recognizing the role of the aggregate stage duration and viability.
viability decreases the expiration-related component of survivorship. However, the reductions in loss rates associated with the reductions in viability (Fig. 6a and c) are large enough to mean that net survivorship is dominated by these loss-related changes (Supplementary Section E), which increase with increasing stage duration (Supplementary Section E), which is why Stage 1 viability has a greater effect for E than for E-NIII. For the MR method, v 1 < 100% cannot change the sign of the mortality estimate (Supplementary Section E), and there was only one possible solution for each of our station-specific data inputs. The effect of reduced viability on estimated MR loss rates was similar to Ratio in that it gave lower rates across the entire range of values for E and E-NIII (Fig. 7a and c) , although the relative change was smaller than with Ratio. This difference was sufficient for reduced viability to cause decreased survivorship ( Fig. 7c and d) , similar to Basic and opposite to Ratio, with a stronger influence at lower viability. Stage 1 viability was less important for MR survivorship for E-NIII than for E, again due to the longer duration of the aggregate stage. Specifying v 1 < 100% in the BRB decreases estimated loss rates as compared with when v 1 = 100%, with the decrease larger for lower viability (Fig. 8) , but since net stage 1 survivorship is prescribed by this method, it does not change when v 1 < 100%.
D I S C U S S I O N
Estimates of early stage mortality and survivorship are essential for understanding and predicting copepod population dynamics and ecological linkages. These estimates are most commonly made using Standard vertical methods for stage aggregates (e.g. eggs + nauplii), but their validity depends upon the suitability of population dynamics model underlying the Standard vertical methods. As we explained, the Standard model does not distinguish among predation, expiration (i.e. non-predatory Table IV ). Note v 1 = 100% is identical to Standard Basic (Equation (5), Table II ). Panels (a) and (b) use stage 1 = E; panels (c) and (d) use stage 1 = E-NIII. Note differing scales for vertical axes among plots. death) and other losses, nor does it consider the presence of non-viable eggs at spawn, death at stage transitions or dead individuals in sampled abundances. These issues create a confused terminology, as well as potential for misinterpretation and bias. Our study provides researchers with conceptual and quantitative frameworks for assessing the importance of expiration for all copepod stages.
The amended population dynamics model we present considers abundances of living and dead individuals and accounts for how both are influenced by recruitment, different types of death and other losses (Figs 2 and 3) . This model clarifies that while "mortality" governs copepod survivorship and recruitment, "mortality" is not the same as consumption by predators, with the fate of copepod production potentially including sinking particulates (live and dead) and regeneration of nutrients (via decomposition of dead individuals). Our model has shown that the living proportion of in situ egg abundance is not the same as the viable fraction of eggs at spawn or hatching success, and depends on the loss rates of dead eggs that may be different from those of live eggs. Analogous distinctions hold for later stages. Metrics derived from the amended model demonstrate that residence times of live and dead early stages are comparable, suggesting most field data likely includes non-trivial abundances of dead individuals (Figs 4 and  C1) . Thus, we have added our voices to the call for improved quantification of expiration and loss rates of dead copepods (Hirst et al., 2007; Elliot and Tang, 2011) . We argue that it is unreasonable to parameterize egg failure with an exponential "mortality" coefficient, since there is no evidence that egg hatching success varies with temperature, and recommend using viability to characterize early stage expiration. We also advocate following previous studies' modifications to the way the losses of dead copepods are represented when decomposition rates rival predation and sinking rates (Fig. 3) .
The Generalized vertical methods we derived from the amended model (Table III) describe simple relationships among ratios of in situ abundances (live + dead), specific loss rates and "survivorships", recognizing that Table IV) , and setting v 2 = 100%. Note v 1 = 100% is identical to Standard Ratio (Equation (6), Table II  survivorship depends on "mortality" (i.e. all expiration, predation and other in situ losses, such as sinking and transport), which is generally different from loss. These formulae are useful for elucidating the factors influencing population structure and identifying important knowledge gaps. For example, the Generalized methods indicate that observed A 1 /A F is primarily dependent on the ratio of egg production to loss, with stage 1 survivorship important only when "mortality" is low and duration short. By contrast, stage 1 survivorship is a primary determinant of A 2 /A F , mattering as much as stage 2 loss and generally more than stage 2 "mortality". Observed abundance ratios for successive stages (A i /A i+1 ) also vary with the earlier stage's survivorship, but inversely, as well as varying with both stages' loss rates, and again with "mortality" of the later stage generally having a secondary effect.
Consideration of the Generalized methods also reveals assumptions inherent in Standard vertical mortality estimation methods, and establishes which rate is actually associated with the single value generated by each method (Table III) . We reconfirmed statements in the literature regarding how Standard Basic estimates will be erroneous when abundances include dead individuals. We revealed that, contrary to the literature, (a) the Standard Ratio method a.k.a "VLT approach" does not incur error when abundances include dead individuals but will when there is punctuated expiration at spawn or stage transitions, or when total loss rate (live + dead) differs between stages, and (b) the Standard MR method is affected by egg hatching failure, and will be erroneous when non-viable eggs are present at spawn and/or stage 2 abundances include carcasses. Similarly, we were able to deduce unstated assumptions and clarify explanations related to other published methods that account for dead and dying individuals (Supplementary Section F), and to show that those methods actually estimate loss rates, and therefore only partially reflect bias in predicted survivorship.
Our Viability vertical methods (Table IV) are alternatives to the Standard methods, similar to other published formulae (Supplementary Section F), which provide estimates of the specific loss rate when viability is specified. Ideally, the specified values would come Fig. 7 . MR method estimates. As in Fig. 6 , but for estimates made using Viability MR method (Equation (15), Table IV ). Note v 1 = 100% is identical to Standard MR (Equation (7), Table II ). Note differing scales for vertical axes among plots. from in situ experiments, but estimation could also be done using different assumed values to investigate the sensitivity of estimates to expiration, as we did here. While the only difference between the Standard methods versus our implementation of the Viability methods (i.e. assuming v 2 = 100%) was the value of one parameter (i.e. v 1 < 100%), we discovered that this had the potential to introduce a fundamental change in the nature of the equations that can cause traditional iterative solvers to break down (Supplementary Section B) . Practitioners must therefore exercise caution when using our Viability methods or other similar methods so that convergence problems do not affect their estimates.
Our sensitivity study showed that viability affects estimates in ways that vary among methods consistent with previous studies (Figs 5-8, Hirst et al., 2007; Elliot and Tang, 2011; Head et al., 2015) . For the Basic method, reduced viability explains all negative "mortality" estimates made with the Standard Basic (i.e. they become positive when v 1 < 100%, Fig. 5 ), and such a switch in sign can significantly alter regional-mean mortality estimates when negative values are disregarded (e.g. 20-200% difference for egg loss rates, Head et al., 2015) . As well, reduced viability significantly increases Basic estimated loss rates and decreases predicted survivorship when loss rates are low and/or durations are short (i.e. predicted survivorship is high). Therefore, discounting expiration could critically alter conclusions, since periods of high survivorship may drive recruitment. All three other methods, one of which does not inherently aggregate stages, are distinguished from Basic because a reduction in viability of the earliest stage is manifest as a decrease in estimated loss rate, which is roughly the same amount for all loss rates. The effect of reduced viability + decreased loss rates on survivorship, which had hitherto not been investigated, was shown to be entirely different among these three methods: one increased (Ratio, at high survivorship), one decreased (MR, across the full range, but mainly at high survivorship) and one remained the same (BRB, across the full range).
The differences among methods described above are clearly not a result of the methods estimating loss rates for single versus aggregate stages, since they hold when Basic uses an aggregate of eggs + nauplii, and when Table IV) , where v 1 = 100% is identical to Standard BRB method (Equation (8), Table II ). We conclude this firstly, because the relative changes to loss rate estimates are fairly uniform for all our 88 stations and for both eggs and aggregates of eggs + nauplii, and it is unlikely that there were the same proportions of dead individuals at all stations. Secondly, these differences occur when the same abundance ratios are used with different assumed values of viability, regardless of the proportion of dead that are included in each stage. Thirdly, the two methods that use the earliest stage abundance (A 1 ) as input (Basic and Ratio) do not show similar effects with viability, but instead are the two that exhibit the most dramatic differences (opposite directions of change, and non-overlapping ranges of pronounced effects) while the other two methods that do not include the abundance of the earliest stage (MR and BRB) also give different results.
As we discussed, the actual explanation for the differing effects among methods is elucidated through consideration of our Viability formulae. While the presence of dead individuals is of ecological importance, it does not de facto introduce bias into the Ratio method because derivation of this method does not require that abundances relate only to living individuals (Table III) . Similarly, neither the BRB nor MR incorporate assumptions that relate to stage 1 abundance. Rather, the fundamental difference among vertical methods relates to recruitment and the role of stage 1 survivorship. As we noted, survivorship has only a secondary influence in the Basic formula, so any error introduced will only be important when rates of recruitment out of the earliest stage rival egg production rates (i.e. when early stage survivorship is high). By contrast, with all three other methods, survivorship of the earlier stage dictates recruitment into the subsequent stage, and vertical methods are known to be sensitive to recruitment rates (Aksnes and Ohman, 1996; Gentleman et al., 2012; Kvile et al., 2016) . When stage 1 survivorship is decreased by a reduction in viability, the assumed recruitment into stage 2 decreases, which leads to a reduction in the loss rate required to fit the stage 2 abundance. The differences in predicted survivorship among the methods arise from their differing additional assumptions: Ratio (recruitment between consecutive stages is fixed), MR and BRB (recruitment into stage 1 is fixed, and for BRB, the independent stage 2 estimate fixes survivorship of the earlier stage).
Our analysis emphasizes the importance of viability of the earliest stages (i.e. eggs or an aggregate of eggs + nauplii) for estimating survivorship and recruitment. This is an issue that is often overlooked, potentially because Standard mortality estimates average losses across the stage and are most commonly done using aggregate stages. Averaging punctuated expiration alters the presumed age-within-stage distribution, which alters the corresponding predicted stage abundance (Fig. 4) , as well as masking such losses as continuous processes that may be misinterpreted as predation. Similarly, averaging losses over an aggregate stage may be problematic because the average rate for the aggregate does not necessarily reflect the rate associated with any sub-stage (e.g. m E-N ≠ m E ≠ m N ), and the same is true for each mortality type (e.g. x E-N ≠ x E ≠ x N and ℓ E-N ≠ ℓ E ≠ ℓ N ). This is evident in our results showing ℓ E > ℓ -E NIII > ℓ -E NVI for any given viability (Figs 5-8 ), which demonstrates that there is strong stage-to-stage variation of losses, and even when egg hatching failure dominates all other types of egg mortality (i.e. ≈ ( ) S S E E X ), if the rate of predation on nauplii is high and naupliar stage durations are sufficiently long, aggregate survivorship will be appear to be dominated by predation (i.e. Thus, the significance of a mortality type or gauntlet sub-stage (e.g. egg failure and expiration of earliest nauplii stages) may be masked when considering aggregate stages.
While our Viability methods may be improvements over the Standard methods, they still involve potentially overly-restrictive assumptions as well as requiring specification of parameters that are not always routinely measured. Estimates of early stage mortality and survivorship could be improved by incorporating additional information. For example, data on the viability of eggs and nauplii would improve confidence, as would anything that can improve estimates of naupliar mortality (e.g. more sampling and staging of nauplii, measurements of their development rates, etc.). Researchers can also improve understanding of the importance of expiration through more sensitivity studies. For example, they could use the Generalized Basic Formula (Table III) with measured egg and female abundance and egg hatching success to answer the question: what would the relative loss rate of dead stage 1 have to be for their abundances to be minimal? Alternatively, when it is possible to distinguish between live and dead individuals in the samples, practitioners could use the formulae in Supplementary Sections C and D to estimate the relative rates of expiration versus loss. Not only would such information improve our understanding of the role of expiration for mortality and survivorship estimates, but it would also allow us to examine the partitioning of mortality among different loss mechanisms, improving our understanding and predictions of copepod population dynamics, trophic linkages and the ecological fate of copepod production.
C O N C L U S I O N
Knowledge of the rates and types of mortality experienced by copepods is essential for understanding and predicting their population dynamics and associated ecological linkages. Here we develop theory to explain the ways in which early stage expiration (non-predatory death) and subsequent losses of dead individuals influence demography, estimated mortality rates and survivorship. Our model and methods provide conceptual and quantitative frameworks for considering how various loss processes affect in situ stage abundances and population structure. As well, they enable us to assess the importance of expiration relative to predation, sinking and other losses of live individuals. Using metrics derived from our model, we argue that most field samples likely include non-trivial abundances of dead early stage individuals. This is consistent with the limited number of observations made in previous studies in which it was recognized that dead individuals must be accounted for when estimating mortality rates. Analysis of our new theory identified previously unrecognized and misconstrued assumptions about expiration-related sources of error in Standard mortality estimation methods, including the popular Vertical Life Table approach. We present modifications to the Standard equations that account for the presence of dead and dying individuals in field samples. Application of these new formulae support previous studies by demonstrating different expiration-related biases associated with different Standard mortality estimation formulae, which our theory can explain. Notably, we show that egg viability can have significant effects on estimates of early stage mortality and survivorship, and that its importance will be masked by the common practice of aggregating early stages. We recommend that more consideration be given to the quantification and ecological implications of early stage expiration in modeling and empirical studies.
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